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REPORT OF DISCOVERY TEAM 

 
 
SUBJECT:  EUROPARC YOUTH MANIFESTO- A CALL FOR CHANGE IN RURAL 
COMMUNITIES AND PROTECTED AREAS 
 
Purpose of Report 
To provide an update to Members on the ‘Europarc Youth Manifesto- a call for 
change in rural communities and protected areas’, recently launched at Europarc 
Cairngorm Conference Sept 2018, and the contribution of PCNPA Youth Rangers 
therein. 
Aim: to inform action planning around next steps for the Authority 
 
Introduction/Background 
 
PCNPA has delivered a Youth Ranger scheme since 2013 for 16 – 25 year olds who 
meet monthly, tackle practical conservation and access tasks and take part in varied 
engagement activity outdoors. They have identified their role to include trying to 
engage other Young People in nature and the National Park. Youth Rangers is 
currently delivered as part of PCNPA Pathways project. 
 
Whilst open to all, the project targets those with barriers to engaging in regular 
activity outdoors and has been successful in doing so. Over 40 Young People have 
been involved, however recruitment is an ongoing challenge that the Youth Rangers 
are very aware of. In part they attribute this to some of the issues covered in the 
Manifesto. 
 
Three Youth Rangers have had the opportunity to be involved in 2018 in Europarc’s 
Youth Manifesto project (funded by a joint Cairngorm / Finnish / Europarc LEADER 
bid). Workshops were held in Scotland (attended by PCNPA Youth Rangers) and 
Finland where 30 young people from across Europe came together to explore the 
issues they felt important to young people living in rural / protected areas, and to 
develop actions that will improve the situation.  
 
In September, three Youth Rangers Cat, Ethan and Matt and ‘mentor’ Tom Moses, 
along with the Chair / Vice Chair of PCNPA attended the Cairngorm Europarc 
Conference which tied in with the Scottish ‘Year of Young People’ and was themed 
‘European Parks- inspired by the next generation’ http://www.europarc2018.com/   
 
The very successful conference, attended by over 650 people launched the 
Manifesto and generated much useful discussion between young people and 
decision makers. It was clear that in many ways change is necessary, but also that 
there are achievable ways forward. 
 
Since their return the Youth Rangers have presented the Youth Manifesto to 
Haverfordwest High VC School 6th form, and are due to do the same with the 
Pembrokeshire Youth Assembly in January. 
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Initial conversation started with Snowdonia / Brecon around a joined up approach to 
development of this work. 
 
Comparisons 
There are a variety of Junior / Youth Ranger schemes in operation across Europe, 
although most are aimed at younger groups than PCNPA Youth Rangers, who are 
broadly comparable with the Europarc ‘Youth+’ 
project https://www.europarc.org/nature/young-people/youth/  
This scheme is aimed at 18+, and seeks to develop skills around leadership and 
advocacy for young people in protected areas as well as an element of exchange 
activity. 
 
Financial considerations 
Current cost to the Authority of delivering the Youth Ranger scheme as it stands is 
zero as covered by Welsh Government funding. This ceases in 2020, before which 
point consideration of other funding by the Authority will be desirable (possibly 
including refocusing of existing resources?). The Manifesto calls for some 
fundamental changes in the way Young People are involved in PCNPA so further 
funding may be required to realise some of the potential actions identified so far. 
 
Risk considerations 
The Authority will need to be clear that it agrees with the proposals included in the 
Youth Manifesto and is willing to deliver on the proposals. To support the manifesto 
without delivering on the proposals risks undermining our reputation and the work of 
Youth Rangers. 
 
Compliance 
Supports the NPA’s duty to ‘foster the social and economic well-being of local 
communities’. Youth involvement is a strong demonstration of the Authorities work 
towards WG directives, Wellbeing of Future Generation Act, Social Services Act etc. 
Contributes to PCNPA Engagement Action Plan, Corporate Plan, Equality plan, and 
is a strong demonstration of the Authorities commitment to Equality and Diversity etc. 
 
Biodiversity implications/Sustainability appraisal 
Young People as volunteers make a significant contribution to the conservation and 
access work of the National Park  
 
Welsh Language statement 
All work will need to take account of the relevant Welsh Language Standards.  
 
Conclusion 
The Youth Manifesto provides a useful tool supporting change towards greater 
involvement of Young People in the work of the Authority. 
 
Recommendation 
To note and support the principles of the Youth Manifesto and consider next 
steps and relevant actions. 
 
 
Author:Tom Moses (Project Coordinator) 
Consultees: 
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